
 
 

 



 
 

     Mosaic’ 2011                      

                                                            Be<Think<Connect<Innovate 
 

The Department of Management, North Eastern Hill University (NEHU), Tura 

Campus has been attempting sincerely in developing managerial manpower for the 

entire value chain of north eastern region by promoting contemporary management 

knowledge, developing business skills and inculcating professional attitude among 

the youth. The department aspires to achieve par excellence in the field of 

academics and organization. We believe our sincerity, dedication and focus 

towards our goal have been instrumental in our accomplishments. 

 

Mosaic, the annual cultural festival of NEHU, Department of Management has 

grown over period of years and is most anticipated around the region. What sets 

the tone apart from other festivals is the devotion of students towards delivering 

the maximum. From literary shows like quizzing, debates to popular shows like 

rock shows and regional dances, mosaic gives an experience of lifetime to many. It 

has evolved to become a prestigious platform because of the quality of the events 

and participation. 

 

Being a youth festival, Mosaic makes it a point to target the youth with social 

issues. Marathon for the cause of “run against AIDS” in the previous year saw a 

large number of students becoming more aware and active socially. Be it any 

social or cultural endeavour, we put our heart and souls into it. 

And it is with this intent that we invite you to be a part of this celebration. 

 

Looking forward to your association with MOSAIC’11. 

 

 

 

   Dr. J. U Ahmed                                        Mr. Deibok Pala 

Head of Department                                   Organizing Secretary 

 

 

 

 



 
 

MOSAIC, THE BEQUEST 

 

Wake me up when September ends! For it is that time of the year again, when 

autumn arrives, heralding the end of summer stupor and ushering in the festive 

season. As hearts lighten, as the anticipation soars, as the adrenaline builds, we 

welcome you to join us once more. 

It is time again for Mosaic 

This year celebrations will eclipse all past fests, overshadow all previous 

memories, to show you what the word resplendent truly means. The dynamic youth 

from all round the region has already made plans to paint the capital red during the 

Mosaic’11, swaying to the rocking tunes of the grandeur which this fest promises 

to be. In the fourth year, can you really afford to miss what mosaic has to offer?  

 

THE ROCK SHOW 

 

There is no escaping this. With the sheer intensity of the pulsating drum beats, the 

catchy bass lines and melodious guitar riffs in the 10000 watts of sound, the ROCK 

SHOW is all about the celebration of rock music at its quality best.  

In the previous edition, various popular rock bands around the region have set the 

massive auditorium ablaze and won the heart of the audience. It’s the place a rock 

fan would die to be, head banging as the flames of rock and metal enchant his mind 

and soul. The most awaited rock show of the town. 

 

 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

COMPETITIONS 

The heart of a cultural fest is the inter-college competition. Dedicated warriors will 

hold high the flag of their college and march into battle, prepared to take on 

anything on their path. The high quality of participation in the competitions means 

the battles will be hard-fought, with no quarters given. The victorious will get 

prizes and prestige, more than they had dreamed of. Participants of every college 

will be present in force to cheer their teams to glory.  

 

AUTUMN QUEEN & MANHUNT 

Autumn queen & Manhunt is a stage for participants to show their personality and 

skills as they fight out to be crowned. It takes guts and wits and the X-factor to get 

this fame. Do you have it in you? Numerous interesting and challenging tasks test 

your path and in the end, only the ones with the fire to win are conferred with this 

honour. This is going to attract high quality participation from major institutions, 

the event is a visual treat for the audience as they are lost in the magic and glamour 

created by the participants. The event is judged by established professionals. 

 

QUIZ 

For the information junkies, the intelligent quizzes in MOSAIC are a delight to 

watch. With some of the best quizmaster who test the depth of the participants 

knowledge. 

 

LITERARY EVENTS 

Amidst the fast moving colors of the festival, this is a quite island of cerebral fun. 

Magnificent orators captive audiences with their power to debate, emote or elocute. 

Some of the best wordsmiths try to figure out the nuances of various high standard 

events.  

 

           

 



 
 

“Social Inclusion for a change” 
                             Raising the happiness quotient in many lives 

 

MOSAIC feels honoured to make an effort to bring a change in the society and the 

environment. Lending a helping hand to spread awareness among society marathon 

to run against AIDS and many such initiatives is taken during MOSAIC. MOSAIC 

sets an example for others, and such initiatives aims at raising the charm of this 

MOSAIC to new levels.  

   

 

NOSTALGIA 

   

   

 

 



 
 

VENUE 

TURA DISTRICT AUDITORIUM 
 
 

TIME 

09.00 A.M onwards 
 

 

ORGANIZED BY 
STUDENTS OF DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT 

 

 

 

FOR DETAILS CONTACT: 

Deibok Pala 

Organizing Secretary 

Event Management Committee, Mosaic ’ 11 

Tring Tring : +919774490828,+918014037305 

Email: bok.pala2009@gmail.com 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NORTH EASTERN HILL UNIVERSITY 

Department of Management 

Chasingre, Tura  

West Garo Hills, Meghalaya, 794001 

Website: www.nehumba.nic.in, 

Email: mosaic.2k11@gmail.com 

Phone: +919856050076,+919612155002 


